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File Name Description
Berlin,Alexander Platz,Evening,Drunks,Laughter,Urban drone,1st pos.wav Alexander Platz at night, with drunks laughing in the middle of the plaza
Berlin,Alexander Platz,Evening,Drunks,Laughter,Urban drone,2nd pos.wav Alexander Platz at night, with drunks laughing in the middle of the plaza
Berlin,Fhain,Boxhagener Platz,Wochenmarkt,Market,People,Bustle,Relaxed,1st pos.wav Outdoor market at Boxhagener Platz, lots of people and a relaxed atmosphere
Berlin,Fhain,Boxhagener Platz,Wochenmarkt,Market,People,Bustle,Relaxed,2nd pos.wav Outdoor market at Boxhagener Platz, lots of people and a relaxed atmosphere
Berlin,Fhain,Boxhagener Platz,Wochenmarkt,Market,People,Bustle,Relaxed,3rd pos.wav Outdoor market at Boxhagener Platz, lots of people and a relaxed atmosphere
Berlin,Fhain,Marschiewski Str,Urban drone,Birds,Pedestrians,Cars,Quiet.wav Quiet street ambiance on Marschiewski Strasse, a few birds, pedestrians and cars
Berlin,HKW,Int,Café area,Crowd,Conversation,Espresso machine,Relaxed.wav The café inside Haus der Kulturen der Welt, the sound of relaxed conversation, espresso machines and such
Berlin,HKW,Int,Foyer,Crowd,Voices,Diffuse.wav The foyer of Haus der Kulturen der Welt. Voices of a conference crowd with diffused reverb of a large space
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Bethanien,Int,Corridor,Footsteps,Wooden floor,Spacious.wav Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, footsteps in a corridor with a creaky old wooden floor
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Bethanien,Int,Entrance hall,Voices,Footsteps,2nd pos.wav Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, voices and footsteps in the entrance hall with the pillars
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Bethanien,Int,Entrance hall,Voices,Footsteps,Spacious.wav Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, voices and footsteps in the entrance hall with the pillars
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Bethanien,Int,Entrance,Voices,Footsteps,Spacious.wav Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, voices and footsteps in the entrance hall with the pillars
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Mariannenplatz,Bethanien,Ext,Urban drone,Voices,Birds.wav Outside Kunstraum Kreuzberg Bethanien, the sounds of voices, birds and the city
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Markthalle 9,Int,Café area,Crowd,Bustle.wav The café area inside Markthalle 9, lots of people eating, talking in a cheerful but busy atmosphere
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Markthalle 9,Int,Crowd,Bustle,Cart passing noisily .wav The café area inside Markthalle 9, a cart full of rattling boxes being rolled by,  in the cheerful but busy atmosphere
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Markthalle 9,Int,Food stalls,Crowd,Bustle.wav Near food stalls inside Markthalle 9,  bustling, cheerful crowd
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Markthalle 9,Int,Overview platform,Crowd,Bustle.wav On the overview platform inside Markthalle 9, lots of people eating, talking in a cheerful but busy atmosphere
Berlin,Kreuzberg,Quiet street, Urban drone,Pedestrians,Voices,Birds.wav Quiet street in Kreuzberg, with voices, birds and pedestrians and the sound of the city in the background
Berlin,Lausitzer Platz,Playground,Kids,Adolescents,Laughter,Birds.wav The playground at Lausitzer Platz, with little kids and adolescents playing and frolicking. A tree full of busy little birds
Berlin,Lausitzer Platz,Playground,Kids,Laughter,Birds,Alt take.wav The playground at Lausitzer Platz, with little kids and adolescents playing and frolicking. A tree full of busy little birds
Berlin,Lausitzer Platz,Playground,Kids,Laughter,Birds.wav The playground at Lausitzer Platz, with little kids playing and frolicking. A tree full of busy little birds
Berlin,Lausitzer Platz,Playground,Kids,Mother,Ballcourt,Birds,2nd angle.wav The playground and ballcourt at Lausitzer Platz, voices of kids and their mothers. A tree full of busy little birds
Berlin,Lausitzer Platz,Playground,Kids,Mother,Ballcourt,Birds,Chopper pass.wav The playground and ballcourt at Lausitzer Platz, voices of kids and their mothers. Chopper flying over. A tree full of busy little birds
Berlin,Lausitzer Platz,Playground,Kids,Mother,Ballcourt,Birds.wav The playground and ballcourt at Lausitzer Platz, voices of kids and their mothers. A tree full of busy little birds
Berlin,Shop,Biomarkt,Int,Voice,Clerks,Fridge,Bottles.wav Health food store, sounds of fridges, clerks moving crates of empty bottles and speaking to customers
Berlin,Shop,Biomarkt,Int,Voice,Clerks,Fridge,Cash register.wav Health food store, sounds of fridges, clerks working cash register and speaking to customers
Berlin,Shop,Biomarkt,Int,Voice,Clerks,Fridge,Porcelain clinking.wav Health food store, sounds of fridges, sound of tables being cleared of glasses and plates
Berlin,Shop,Biomarkt,Int,Voice,Clerks,Fridge,Stocking shelves.wav Health food store, sounds of fridges, clerks stocking shelves and speaking to customers
Berlin,Warschauer St,Int,Food stalls,Voices,Pedestrians,Birds.wav Warschauer Strasse S-Bahn station, at the food stalls. Voices, pedestrians and plenty of chirping birds
Berlin,Warschauer St,Int,Starling chirping.wav Warschauer Strasse S-Bahn station, at the food stalls. A starling chirping lively
Berlin,Warschauer St,Int,Traffic,Food stalls,Voices,Pedestrians,Birds.wav Warschauer Strasse S-Bahn station, at the food stalls. Voices, pedestrians and street traffic
Berlin,Warschauer St,Int,Trains,Pedestrians,Birds.wav Warschauer Strasse S-Bahn station. Trains, voices, pedestrians and plenty of chirping birds
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